
Ocean Montessori
3-Part Cards

Visit A to Z Kinder Stuff for a 25 Ocean 3-Part Card Set.

http://www.atozkinderstuff.com

Each concept card comes in three parts.
Print the cards and laminate them. The cards can be glued on to colored cardstock (use a glue stick) then
laminate. If you have a lot of 3-part cards you might want to place a code on the back of the cards to help sort
the sets. Put a mark or color on the back that is easy for children to use to sort different card packs if they get
mixed up.

Show the children the cards.
Explain that there are pictures on some cards, words on some cards, and a picture and word on some cards.
The card with the picture and word is the control card.
Show the children the 'control card' (looking at cards place card on left side of surface).

The picture cards will hook to the word card.
Remind the children they can only hook one word to each picture card.
Lay out the 'control card' and show the children that they are to find the picture
card and then find and hook the word card to it. (lay to right of picture & word
card). Show the children how it looks when the picture is hooked to the correct
word, and show them how it looks when the picture is hooked to an incorrect
word.

Look at the 'control card' and say the word.
Look at the picture card and say what it is.
Repeat sounding out the word while looking for the word card.
Say the word aloud.

Place in a center area and let the children interact with the cards on their own.  A great self-correcting activity.
If you have small toy items that match the cards place them in the area for the children to place on the matching
cards.
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